Gender Campus Blog: Editorial Guidelines

About the Gender Campus Blog

- We only publish content that is related to our – changing – guiding topics.
- Contributions can be proposed by anyone. The editorial staff of Gender Campus reserves the right to exclude proposed drafts. If a text has been published before, authors must clarify potential copyright issues themselves (but we will gladly assist you wherever we can).
- You can react to a blog entry with a response. If you would like to write a response, please contact the responsible content manager not later than 30 days after the article has been published. Again, we reserve the right to not publish responses, especially if they are written in an undifferentiated or insulting manner.
- Suggested content will be proofread by the editorial staff and returned to the author for revisions if need be.

Guidelines for blog articles

- This blog is directed at a broad audience. Please use clear, accessible language.
- Contributions must be written in either German, French, Italian or English.
- The length of blog articles is limited to 10,000 characters including spaces. You can divide your article into several sections and use subtitles.
- References can be listed at the end of the article, please don’t use footnotes. You can also link to other websites (please mark the correct position in your document and copy the link next to it).
- Articles consist of the following contents:
  1. title
  2. lead (max. 80 words)
  3. main text
  4. picture proposals (including descriptions and references)
  5. short biography of the author (max. 3 sentences)
  6. picture of the author
- Please send us your contribution as a Word file (please refrain from excessive formatting), images as JPG files.
- We only publish contributions that are well researched and non-discriminatory.
- All authors are liable and responsible for the content that is published in the Gender Campus Blog.
- All blog authors receive an entry in Gender Campus' public people database. Please let us know if you do not want this.
Guidelines for responses

- The guidelines for blog articles also apply for responses, but their length is limited to 6’000 characters including spaces.
- If you would like to write a response, please contact the responsible content manager.

Quotation of blog content

- If you want to quote contents of our blog, please use the following or a similar citation system: Author: Title. In: Gender Campus Blog, published: YYYY-MM-DD. Retrieved from URL/Permalink [Accessed YYYY-MM-DD].

Contacts

Content Management in French
Damien Michelet, scientific collaborator, Gender Campus
damien.michelet@gendercampus.ch

Content Management in German and English
Alessandra Widmer, scientific collaborator, Gender Campus
alessandra.widmer@gendercampus.ch

Superintendence
Anna Sommer, operational Management, Gender Campus
anna.sommer@gendercampus.ch